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On humanized design for students’
apartments by taking Sichuan Normal University as the example
YE Chen-xi YUE Ting
( Engineering College of Chenglong Campus，Sichuan Normal University，Chengdu 610101，China)
Abstract: According to the data from the questionnaire，the paper analyzes the insufficient humanistic design for college students’apartment by
taking Sichuan Normal University as the example，indicates from the apartment safety，the functions，the living space，and the equipment and fa-
cilities，and researches the humanistic design for college students’apartment，so as to achieve the human-oriented design effect and provide some
reference for the construction of individualistic living environment adhering to the physical and mental development of college students．
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On exploration for management and strategies of visual pollution in historic streets
MENG Bi-xuan
( College of Architecture and Civil Engineering，Xiamen University，Xiamen 363105，China)
Abstract: From the insufficient management of the advertising boards in historic streets，the paper discusses the attentive details in the protection
of the streets，discusses the visual pollutions by taking Xiamen City Zhongshan Ｒoad as the example，and points out the management measures
and strategies accordingly，so as to improve the general landscape of the historic streets．
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